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Welcome to

 get to know

This is Rachel Anber.

She works at CAT as a Program Advisor in our Admissions Department.
We asked her these questions:
What do you do here at
CAT? (1 sentence)

Welcome to Issue Seventeen of interFace,
CAT’s quarterly magazine. This issue
sees us spotlighting all the exciting things
happening across the CAT campus.

I am a program advisor; I help
students with our application
process to our college and
helping them follow their
PASSION!

This issue we celebrate some new CAT
professionals heading out into the world of
industry, specifically 2D Animation, Graphic
and Web Design, Network Administration
Specialist, and Veterinary Hospital
Assistant graduates. We know they are
going to do amazing things out there.

Three words that best
describe you?
Nurturing, Loyal, and Young
at heart!
What did you do last
weekend?

Indeed, this issue is full of graduate success
stories. We have alumni getting jobs
straight out of the gate, alumni winning
awards, alumni raising crazy amounts of
money on Kickstarter and alumni having
their documentary film hghlighted by
‘The New Yorker’ magazine.
InterFACE will also show you some of the
amazing work students have been putting
together this term, as well as helping us
all to get to know some of our fantastic
staff and instructors.
We want to start by thanking everyone
who has made this issue possible, and we
hope you enjoy reading it as much as we
did putting it together for you.
InterFACE Editorial Team

Why are we called interFACE?
The word interface is both a noun (a point where
two systems, subjects, organizations, etc., meet
and interact), and a verb (interact with another
system, person, organization, etc.), that also
has techie connotations (a device or program
enabling a user to communicate with a computer;
to connect with another computer or piece of
equipment by an interface); lastly, the magazine
is the ‘internal face’ of the college.
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Recovered from a bad cold lol.
If I gave you $1000 today,
how would you use it?
Honestly, I’ve always wanted a
getaway at Sparkling Hills, so
that’s what I would do, indulge,
and pamper myself!
What’s your guilty pleasure?
(Selfie by Rachel Anber)

A nice glass of red wine 1884 Malbec to be exact
- ha ha!
Who is your favorite
colleague and why?
well, that’s a difficult
question....but I love to
surround myself with positivity!
Life is too short to dwell on
negatives. Honestly, I work
with some amazing people!
But, if I had to narrow it down
to one person, I would say
Randal is at the top of my list
and I’m sure I’m not the only
one that feels that way on
campus!!
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 newsy bits

THE NEW YORKER
STAMP OF APPROVAL
NEW GRADS GET JOBS
Great news that two of CAT’s most recent 3D
Animation grads have successfully completed
Bardel’s Apprenticeship program and been
offered official contracts with the studio.
“Bardel’s apprenticeship program is designed
to help with their recruiting efforts,” explains
Sean Ridgway, CAT Animation Department
Head. “They accept around 10-12 promising
candidates, take them through a seven week
training process which involves animating on
actual productions with the intent of hiring them
for full-time work.
It’s a newer program within Bardel and was the
first one done locally in the Kelowna studio. We
had two 3D grads accepted in to it and they
are now employed with Bardel Entertainment as
character animators - an amazing opportunity
for a junior artist.
Both Chelsey and Ethan benefitted from good
timing with grad and the start date of the
training, communication with Bardel and a
chance for them to meet the 3D lead in person
and critique their in-progress demo reels before
applying to the apprenticeship program. All
of this culminated in them getting chosen
for the apprenticeship, and then for jobs.
Professionalism, persistence and talent combines
to make a lethal grad.”
Congrats to Ethan Thomson and Chelsey
Lanthier. The journey officially begins!
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Huge congratulations to Professional
Filmmaking graduate Hayley Morin - Producer
on documentary ‘Joe Buffalo’ - who has given
us some exciting news!
“I just wanted to let everyone know that the
film that I have been promoting is officially
available! It was released through THE NEW
YORKER Magazine and you can find the link
here:
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-newyorker-documentary/a-cree-skateboardinglegend-grapples-with-the-trauma-of-canadasresidential-schools
(It’s also available on their youtube!)
We’ve had some incredible success with the
film ahead of its release including taking home
awards at festivals like SXSW and REGARD, and
we recently have been shortlisted by DOC NYC.
Thank you all for the support throughout my
time at CAT and also post-graduation. It’s been
greatly appreciated. I hope you enjoy the film.”
says Hayley Morin, Producer.
The documentary follows Joe Buffalo, an
Indigenous skateboard legend and Indian
Residential School survivor, while he faces his
inner demons to realize his dream of turning
pro.

DISTINCTLY EXCEPTIONAL
AWARD WINNING SOUND
We are pleased to announce that CAT
graduates have been busy achieving success
all over the world. Case in point: audio alumni
Tyler Gillis, who (along with Matthew Gionet)
recently won ‘Best Sound in Animation Film’
for ‘The Abandoned Block’ at the New York
Animation Film Awards held December 2021.
The New York Animation Film Awards and
Film Festival highlights the best in international
animated entertainment and accepts
submissions from filmmakers worldwide. They
also support new and student film-makers who are just beginning their careers - with a
supportive and enthusiastic audience for their
creative efforts.
‘The Abandoned Block’ is the story of a
useless, damaged, forgotten block of marble
that after years of neglect, emerges from
obscurity to become one of the greatest works
of art in history. The film is now available for
public viewing at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=nKXE1GqwWI8

This term we have seen a number of smiling
graduate faces popping back into the CAT
campus. The Reason? They have been stopping
in to collect their newly released ‘With
Distinction’ graduate diplomas.
“We wanted to find a way to provide formal
recognition to the exceptional students
graduating from the Centre,” explains Matt
Redmond, Director of Education. “Students
graduating with Distinction represent the
best that CAT has to offer, both in terms of
academics and technical abilities, but also in
a holistic sense. While good grades get your
name in the running for distinction, it is then
up to the selection committee to look at the
more subjective elements of the assessment, like
emotional intelligence, teamwork, leadership, and
global citizenship. Employers who see a Diploma
with Distinction from an applicant know that this
alumnus comes with this highest recommendation
from the college.”
One of the distinction recipients is Nathan
Taylor, graduate from the Network
Administration Specialist program, who is
pictured below receiving his ‘Distinction’
diploma from Matt Redmond.
“Nathan was an absolutely exceptional student
at CAT. He created a strong sense of community
within his cohort and dedicated countless hours
to working with and supporting his classmates,”
says Redmond. “Upon graduating, Nathan
started his career at QHR Technologies, where he
has been ever since.”
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 animation

Animation

#CAT GRADS GET JOBS
^

When pictures are worth a thousand words...

If you check out the credits on a range of new
and popular animated shows over the past
year, you would be able to recognise a ton of
names that you could cross-reference to CAT’s
animation alumni.
Danica Lacusta, Iaroslav Vorobev and Sarah
Kurz on ‘Molly of Denali’; Vanessa Woodford,
Eden Timm, Bailey Robertson, Chris Andrews
on Dorg van Dango; these are just a few
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of the CAT alumni employed on hit projects
for companies like Bardel Entertainment,
Wildbrian Studios, Disney+ and Yeti Farm
Creative.
”2021 proved to be another banner year for
our animation alumni,” says Sean Ridgway,
Animation Department Head. “It’s a testament
to our 2D and 3D animation programs that our
students are leaving us and finding work on such
lucrative projects. So proud!”

Additional 2021
Alumni Success:
RICK AND
MORTY
44 CATS
SNOOPY IN
SPACE
THE PROUD
FAMILY
DC LEAGUE OF
SUPER PETS
(coming out
2022)
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The stress of having to deliver is often enough
to derail a lot of creatives from attempting
careers in the arts, but what happens if you
also have issues with attention on top of that?
Whether it is a medically diagnosed condition,
or merely a wandering mind, dealing with
distraction issues or lapses in concentration can
severely hinder a person’s ability to create.
While I have never been tested, I have
always been aware of certain tendencies and
character traits that I exhibit that lean towards
some form of an attention deficit disorder.
While mild and manageable, it is something I
am aware of and have spent most of my life
trying to learn to focus better.
I thought I would share a few simple tips I use
to help me deal with projects that all need my
undivided attention.
TIME MANAGEMENT
Every teacher and every self-help book
will always talk about how crucial time
management is, but without some care it can
become more stressful than the task you are
trying to complete.
Here is the simple idea: Figure out how much
time you feel you can comfortably work for
before your brain wanders. It could be 2 hours,
or 2 minutes or somewhere in between. If you
are aware that your attention will only hold
for 10 minutes, then you need to figure out a
way to divide tasks into small under 10-minute
chunks. By dividing the job in small sections,
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and not one single intimidating monster task, it
will allow you to focus with less stress.
Think of it like interval training when people
work out. Different work outs, spread across
different muscle groups, for shorter amounts
of time, lead to larger results overall. Stack
fun tasks around hard tasks. Spend 10
minutes doing something fun, 10 minutes doing
something you hate, and then 10 minutes of
something fun again. Jumping from task to
task can seem inefficient, but if your mind is
already making these jumps, you need to ride
that wave and make it work for you.
Set a timer in your phone, start a task, and
wait for the beep. Did the beep go off before
you felt like you were done? Restart the timer
and continue. Find yourself aimlessly waiting
for the beep? Allow yourself to drift out of
focus, but when that alarm sounds, choose a
new task, and try again.
SMALL GOALS = SMALL REWARDS
The bonus of splitting a daunting task into
smaller pieces allows for the payoff to be
spread out over a longer period and happen
more frequently. Every minor task you
complete will give you a mild serotonin rush,
further propelling you to continue. The opposite
is also true. If you fail a task or do not even
start it, the feeling of failure is minimized as
you can quickly shift gears to another task and
not dwell on the negative.

THE BEST ADVICE:
Working While Distracted
Chris ‘Hollywood’ Holmes - the Audio Engineering &
Production’s department head and resident guru - gives
students some great advice for getting down to business.

YOUR ROUTINE

FIND ACCOUNTABILITY TO YOURSELF

The biggest turnaround for me in my life was
understanding one simple fact: I am a morning
person. While most people I worked with
would happily start their workday at 3pm, I
was ready to work at 7am most mornings, and
I have learned that my most effective time
is before lunch. With this knowledge I build
the rest of my schedule around that. If I know
my best work time is those 4-5 hours in the
morning, I will plan boring tasks to be in the
other period. Do I need to do accounting? That
is a 1pm-5pm problem, and I will work my
schedule as best as I can to make sure I leave
my mornings to get things done.

Accountability to yourself is the hardest hurdle
to overcome. How do you force yourself to
care enough to be concerned about these
deadlines? What steps can you take to get
there?

Life rarely allows any of us to manage our
schedule so freely but being aware of your
peak times can go a long way in helping to
curb boredom. Even starting a routine can
seem daunting for some, but like most things in
life, the biggest step is just starting. After that,
constant continual practice at it will help in
getting it to feel normal quicker.

In the age of Instagram, which adds talking
about side hustles and constantly grinding,
there can be an expectation that if you are
not working, you are failing. My experience
is the opposite is true; taking regular breaks
and doing nothing will help more than it
hinders. Want to play video games? Do it. But
set a time limit for yourself. Feel completely
overwhelmed with what you must get done? Sit
on the couch and do absolutely nothing. Scroll
Instagram for hours but manage that time so it
does not get away from you.

If time management and having a routine is a
new thing to you, start small. Practice laying
out 1 hour of your day, that you divide into
2,3, or 10 chunks. Practice getting something
done in that time. Do this daily for 3 months.
Then try making it 2 hours, then 3, and
eventually the idea of having a schedule will
become far less terrifying than it might seem.

For me it is the dread of that phone alarm
beeping and seeing items in my outlook
calendar slowly creeping closer. By knowing
I have more to do later or that a completely
fabricated deadline is approaching, I work
better. I need a deadline; I cannot work
without one.
BE KIND TO YOURSELF

You are not going to turn into a dedicated
work bee overnight, and that should not be
your goal. Your goal should be to feel ok
about the things you can get done, just as ok
about the things you cannot, and try your best
to get just a little more done the next day.
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filmmaking

Whiskey Galore
Filming a commercial for Okanagan Spirits ‘BRBN
whiskey’ proved to be ‘thirsty work’ for CAT’s Professional
Filmmaking Q3 students.
Professional Filmmaking students have been in
high spirits recently - quite literally! As part of
their Cinematography and Production course,
the Q3 students have spent the past term
creating a commercial for ‘BRBN Whiskey’,
from Okanagan-based craft distillery
Okanagan Spirits.

corporate advertising, and was an excellent
learning experience.

“The purpose of the assignment was to offer the
students who are currently working on a TV show
support in developing advertising content for it,”
explains Victor Poirier, Professional Filmmaking
Department Head.

Setting up took us a long time. We didn’t realise
before the project how long the set up of lights
and set design would take!” explains Nadja.

“As part of the project, students are expected
to develop a treatment for the commercial, then
storyboard, scrip, film and edit it into a finished
product. Students were specifically looking at
using high speed camera techniques and macro
lens work to construct advertising content.”
“Shooting with a macro lens was really fun, and
brought our work to the next level.” says Nadja
Penaluna, Professional Filmmaking student.
“Shooting so close up really demands that you
consider compositional principles. A constant
thought is ‘this looks good, but how do we make
it better?!’ Victor really emphasized the need for
precision; perfectionism is what is called for!”

“When you are shooting product the details
are critical - you have to nail them to sell the
product. Placement of the lights, camera, and
product itself has be perfect, as that is what the
consumer/audience is ultimately responding to.

“Our crew was made up of six students and
instructor Victor Poirier as Executive Producer
We didn’t really designate roles on this project,
as it was a learning exercise, but we all took
turns on the various aspects of filming,” says
Penaluna.
“I really enjoyed working with the lighting.
Experimenting with different lighting set ups was
really valuable and I learned a lot having this
hands-on experience.
It’s also nice to take something from A-Z - we
started with an idea and brought it to fruition.
It is so rewarding to see the final product turning
out so well. Hopefully the client agrees!”

The commercial uses beautifully lit closeups of
product to create a moody and sophisticated
filmscape. It was the students’ first foray into

Opposite Page: Stills from Okanagan Spirit’s ‘BRBN Whiskey commercial.
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DINGO DOODLES STRIKES
‘KICKSTARTER” GOLD
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https://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/bc-animator-raises-over-2-million-u-s-for-futurecreative-endeavours
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https://www.kelownadailycourier.ca/news/article_
a292652a-6ce5-11ec-999e-a3846d7e56ac.html
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Jenna is a 2015 graduate of the Centre for
Arts and Technology, and originally from

You can read the full stories here:
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“To be honest, it was hard to process it all,”
Woldenga told Castanet. “The numbers kept
getting bigger and bigger, so my brain had a
hard time picturing how much money it really
was.”

“Keep at it,” she said. “People fail simply
because they give up. It’s a hard road and it
takes work, but it’s worth it in the end. Passion,
persistence and patience are tools you use.”
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Fast forward TWO HOURS, and Jenna had
raised pledges of $2.5 million US. Yes you
read that correctly!
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In the Vancouver Sun, Jenna advised
perseverance as the best advice she could give
other artists who want to establish themselves
on YouTube.

1
2

BC

Why? With her Dingo Doodles channel
standing at 718,000 subscribers, she took the
project to kickstarter with the goal of raising
$10,000 US to create a book based on her
characters.

Those who pledged funds to the kickstarter
campaign are supporting Woldenga’s effort
to produce a book, ‘Fool’s Gold - Into the
Bellowing Winds’, a game and other digital
and real-world products based on her
creations.

ZA

Summerland. She launched ‘Dingo Doodles’ in
April 2018 on YouTube and some of the videos
have been viewed more than four million times.

XY

InterFACE is no stranger to the talented digital
artist and storyteller Jenna Woldenga, who
is an alumni of CAT’s animation department.
Indeed, in Issue Thirteen we sat down and had
a chat with her about her youtube channel
‘Dingo Doodles’. Since then Jenna has gone
from strength to strength, and was recently
featured in news articles in both The Daily
Courier and the Vancouver Sun.

tion
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Animation alumni Jenna Woldenga raises $2.5 million (US!) in
two hours for her creative project ‘Fool’s Gold’.
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GRADUATES

Animation

2D Animation & Digital Art

LIAM AITKEN

Character Animator
My favorite cartoon, which
I’ve been inspired by, would
have to be ‘The Amazing
World of Gumball’. The
mixing of different mediums
and styles and the ease of
which it’s accomplished is really
impressive to me.

BRYNNECCA DEFAUW
Illustrator

For me, the cartoon that
inspired me most was
‘Stormhawks’. As a kid I loved
the interesting world it took
place in, and the concept
inspired me to make my own
worlds and stories.

KAMRYN GRIERSON
Character/FX Animator

If I had to choose just one, it
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LIAM AITKEN

BRYNNECCA DEFAUW

KAMRYN GRIERSON

DAVID KOHN

ZOE MACPHERSON

TATIANNA MOOLYK

would have all started with
my love for ‘Sailor Moon’.
The style, the soundtrack, and
the story have all greatly
inspired me as an artist and an
animator. I find myself putting
my heart in everything - just
like the main character Usagi!”

‘Gorillaz, Kill Bill Part 1’, and
everything created by Laika
(‘Paranorman’, ‘Kubo and the
Two Strings’, etc.) I find their
color palettes and sharp lines
incredibly captivating. The
stories are just as beautiful as
the visuals.

DAVID (FALISHA) KOHN

TATIANNA MOOLYK

The cartoon I’ve been inspired
by the most would probably
be ‘Steven Universe’ because
it got me really into animated
shows when I was a teenager,
and it inspired me to create
and explore my own fictional
worlds.

The first cartoon that inspired
me the most to start my journey
as a 2D Animator was Disney’s
classic ‘Steamboat Willie’,
when I was 10 yrs. old.

Character Animator

ZOE MACPHERSON
Character Animator/
Storyboard Artist

I was inspired by the band

Character Animator

I love the black and white
look of this short. Also, how
they portrayed the story
through only expressions, body
language, and sound effects
which all conveyed humor
without any dialogue needed.

The way Mickey turned
every animal into a musical
instrument was hysterical, but I
must say not politically correct
in today’s standards.
One day I aspire to put humor
into my animations that will
be memorable and leave
everyone tickled pink with a
smile on their face!

SOPHIE MURRAY
Character Animator

I’m inspired by a lot of
animation but I think I would
have to say ‘Scooby Doo
Mystery INC’, the original.
I grew up watching it and
it made me fall in love with
animation. It’s goofy, fun
and nostalgic; it’s the show
that made me want to be an
animator.

SOPHIE MURRAY
LOGAN NESBITT

Character Animator/
Concept Artist

LOGAN NESBITT
art loose and pushes me to
keep creating unique designs.

JAMES-ARJAY PAGOBO

The Animated shows that
have inspired me the most
would have to be Genndy
Tartakovsky’s ‘Primal’ and
1981’s animated movie
‘HeavyMetal’.

Character Animator

Both animations inspire me
with their gritty art style and
amazing creature designs,
which has been a major focus
of my own artwork.

The art style introduced a new
way for me to draw when I
was younger and is one of
the reasons why I’m drawing
today.

Both animations take a
more mature and innovative
approach to storytelling
as well as some amazing
background illustrations.
Animations like these two
have inspired me to keep my

My favorite cartoon would be
‘Avatar: The Last Airbender’.
This show inspired me with
its storytelling and its visual
presentation.

JAS (JAKE) STEEVES

Character Animator

That’s a really hard question
for me! I’d say in terms of
recent cartoons, I’d have to
say ‘Infinity Train’ has been a
big influence on me.

What cartoon have you been most influenced by, and why?
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JAMES-ARJAY PAGOBO

The show is, in my opinion,
unparalleled in its ability to
present heavy subject matter
to a younger audience, while
still being full of comedy and
color. It also has an excellent
sense of atmosphere, coming
through in its music and worldbuilding. It really inspires me,
and it’s the kind of show I’d
love to make (or at least be
able to work on.)
Other shows that come to
mind are ‘Over the Garden
Wall’, ‘Gravity Falls’, and
‘Fullmetal Alchemist’.

SYDNI WILEY

Character Animator/
Builds Artist

JAS STEEVES

The cartoon I am the MOST
inspired by is ‘The Dragon
Prince’. Why? Its relatability
of course!
The characters are on a
journey to a MASSIVE goal,
with a multitude of bumps
and forks in the road as they
traverse. During May time
at CAT I have faced similar
bumps and forks along my
own path.

SYDNI WILEY

Just like the heroes of The
Dragon Prince, I have had
my struggles in overcoming
those bumps and forks. I
have learned a lot about
myself and my craft, and
have eventually managed to
push my way through towards
success!
Thus, that is why THE
DRAGON PRINCE is the
cartoon that inspires me the
most.
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This page (clockwise from top left): Brynnecca
Defauw; James-Arjay Pagobo; Jas Steeves; Logan
Nesbitt; Zoe MacPherson; and Liam Aitken.
Opposite Page (top to bottom): Sophie Murray;
Sydni Wiley; Tatianna Moolyk; Kamryn Grierson; and
David Kohn

Oh - and the animation is
absolutely stunning and
ALWAYS gives me an “I
wanna do that” moment
whenever I watch the show.
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graphic
& web design

GRADUATES

Clockwise (from
top left): ‘Peplum’
branding project;
Charllise Byers;
‘ATLA’ branding
project, David
Fenoulhet;
‘Witchcraft’
packaging project,
David Fenoulhet;
‘Breathe’ magazine,
Nicole Du Guay.

WHAT
I DO...

DECEMBER 2021 GRADS

CAT’s current
crop of Graphic
& Web Design
students describe
their work... in
25 words or less,
and/or on
3x3 squares.
Charlise Byers: I’m a young Graphic Designer
and Artist with a loudly minimal design style.
I take a vibrant and bold approach to creating
impactful designs with lasting impressions.
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Nicole Du Guay: I’m passionate about Holistic
Design. My goal is to bring connections,
authenticity and deeper meaning in all of my
work by considering the human dimensions of
interaction with design.

David Fenoulhet: It was an interesting path
to get into the design world. I now try to
incorporate the different experiences and
perspectives I’ve gained into my work.
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Top: ‘Music for Your Journey’ project, Lori Frederick. Bottom Left: ‘Toteworthy’ branding project, Louise Looman.
Bottom Right: ‘Camshaft magazine, Chase Foden.

Chase Foden: All I wanted to do was find something
that made me happy in my future. I didn’t want to be
trapped behind a desk all day, doing the same boring
thing, not enjoying my career. I wanted to enjoy every
bit of life and that is what drove me towards design.
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Lori Frederick: I am a graphic designer who is
fascinated by the challenge of turning words and
concepts into clear yet captivating visuals.

Clockwise (from top left): ’Abstract Vision’ poster, Louise Looman; ‘Black Cascade’ merchandise and cover
art, Braden Farr; ‘Magic Bean’ packaging, Louise Looman.

Braden Harder: I take influence from a number
of different styles, (namely xerox art, collage,
& various styles of illustration) create aestheticdriven design for metal bands.

Louise Looman: As a designer, I aim to help
passionate visionaries bring their ideas to life by
providing intuitive design solutions that result in
impactful visual assets.
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Clockwise (from top left): ‘Asterix’ magazine cover and layout, ‘FlipSide’ product design, Kaylee Mandel;
digital illustration/book design, ‘Craft Brewhouse’ branding and merchandise design, Kelsey Taggart; ‘Pitbull
poster and album cover, Nicolaos Mackay.

“Design
is thinking
made visual.”
DESIGNS

Nicolaos Mackay: As a graphic designer,
my main goal is to bring happiness to others
through my designs; I enjoy doing print design
as well as illustrations.
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Saul Bass, Designer & Filmmaker
Kaylee Mandel: I am a Graphic Designer who
strives to push the boundaries. I grew my knowledge by listening to the many walks of life and
world views I’ve encountered.

Kelsey Taggart: Whether it be digital design,
illustration or photography and combining my
love for art and cars; that is my passion, to
create a style that is truly my own.
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Network
Security
GRADUATES

NETWORK
ADMINISTRATION
SPECIALIST
ANDREW FULLER
32 | Alida SK
Why NAS?
I love technology and computers.
Dream Job?
Top: ‘Headcase’ magazine design,
Sydney Webb. Bottom: ‘Herbal
Harmony’ package design; ‘Jewelry by
Nickii’ logo design, Jessie Westcott.

Working with and fixing problems with
technology.
NAS Superpower?
Breaking the VM then fixing it.

Sydney Webb: I enjoy creating quality design
work that is bold, illustrative, and exciting to
look at, and I aspire to work with others and
helping them show off their own accomplishments.
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Jessie Westcott: I am a passionate,
environmentally focused graphic designer that
loves to bring life to other people’s ideas and
dreams.

GRADUATES
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Veterinary Hospital
Assistant

GRADUATES

KATHERINE COUPE

NICOLE GREEN

41 | West Kelowna BC

23 | Penticton BC

What’s Next: I joined this program so I
could start a new career working in a
small animal clinic, and I hope to foster
cats as soon as I have the extra room.

What’s Next: I got a job at a vet office, South
Okanagan Animal Care Centre, so I’ll just be
working there for awhile.

PAULA FLETCHER
47 | Thunder Bay, ON
What’s Next: What’s my plan... I’m

moving out to my reserve to start
an animal shelter/ fostering center
and maybe take the next level of
education.

animal health. This move will allow me to find
the work life balance I am seeking for my life.

MARILEE MASON

ZOË KEIM

What’s Next: Luckily I already found my
dream job at my dream clinic while I was in my
third semester. I plan on staying at this clinic
for as long as possible. This was my end game
and I’m very happy!

19 | Kelowna BC

What Next: Pursuing a career in healthcare.
Going back to school to become an MLT.

What’s next: After I graduate I hope to
start work in a large animal clinic or rescue
where I can learn more in the field and gain
experience. I plan on continuing with my
schooling down the road, so one day I can
begin a rescue of my own.

HANNA ISAKSON

ALEX KELLY

22 | Kamloops BC

19 | 100 Mile House BC

What’s Next: After graduation I am hoping
to work in a clinic for a few years in my
hometown of Kamloops. Then I plan to move
to the Island and look for work down there in

What’s Next: hopefully landing a job at a
small animal clinic + explore my options from
there! I would love to get into the animal
rescue side of things.

OWEN HAGGERTY
23 | Penticton BC

AMANDA KLOETZER
20 | Kelowna BC
What’s Next: Work in a clinic.

CARMEN MARCIL
22 | Sorento BC
What’s Next: I willl find a clinic that’s perfect
for me and fulfills my love for exotic animals.
Aiming for a future in reptile rescue work.
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27 | Westbank BC

MADELINE REISDORF
23 | Kelowna BC
What’s Next: In January I will begin a
job as a vet assistant, with my long-term
goal being to become a large animal
veterinarian.

TAYVEN SKERRATT
19 | Castlegar BC/Golden BC
What’s Next: I’m hoping to get into wild life
rehab, I want to work in a clinic but also pet a
moose.

LOUISA WALLNER
20 | Kelowna BC
What’s Next: I intend on working in a clinic for
a few years and gaining practical experience
before furthering my education and upgrading
to Veterinary Technologist. I’m excited to look
back and see where everyone ends up!
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Best wishes to the DECEMBER 2021 graduates of
2D Animation and Design, Graphic and Web
Design, Network Administration Specialist and
Veterinary Hospital Assistant programs.
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Art

 graphic & Web design

Digital

& Application

As part of the GWD course, students
get to apply their creativity to Digital
Illustration via Photoshop and Huion
tablets. Initially the projects are art-based,
but then expand into applied application
for a variety of graphic design collateral,
as evidenced on the page opposite.

Graphic and Web Design
students put their computer
skills to work creating works of
(applied) art.
Clockwise from Opposite Page: ‘woman’, Angel
Adalim; ‘Zombie Cure Coffee Co.’, Makenna
Feser; ‘I, Tonya movie poster’, Danica Dreyer;
‘Groovy Juice’, Taelah Johnson; ‘hairclips’,
Hannah Eyeford; ‘dog’, Danica Dreyer; ‘car’,
Makena Feser.

“It was fascinating to see the students’
various styles evolve over the course of the
term,” says Yasaman
Lotfizadeh, DILL 3011
instructor.
“What I appreciated the
most was how excited they
all were to learn, and
their development was so
impressive. They ended up
with some great results.”
“I enjoyed DILL because it
was the most tactile class
I’d had so far; we got to
physically paint
and draw, says
Damica Dreyer,
GWD student.
“I think the ability
to sketch right on
the computer is
going to really
help when I’m
collaborating
with clients. It’s
also a great new
creative outlet for
me.”
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A Winning

Combination

 interior design
iF: Tell us a bit about your career. Were
did you train, how long have you been
an interior designer and where have you
worked?
TB: I completed my bachelor of interior design
at BCIT. From there I started at Cutler Design,
a boutique commercial firm in Vancouver.
During the pandemic my husband and I
decided to move back to Kelowna, where
I worked at Sticks and Stones for 6 months
before starting at Begrand-Fast Design where
I’ve now been for a year.
Throughout my time as a designer I have also
worked as a wedding planner at an award
winning event planning company based in
Vancouver.
iF: What made you choose interior design as a
career?
TB: Design is my second career, I completed my
first degree, a Bachelor of Arts with a double
major in English and Sociology with a minor
in Political Science, at UBC and immediately
started working at UBC as Recruiter-Admissions
Advisor for domestic students.
I felt that I either needed to complete a
masters to progress in my career or make a
change. This made me reassess what I wanted
to be doing long term and decided to go
back to school for Interior Design and Event
Planning. I registered in both programs at BCIT.
iF: Interior Design and Event Planning are an
interesting combination... What made you
decide to study both?

TB: Event planning was something I was always
drawn to - I was the Events Chair on my student
council in high school, I was an executive of the
Students Society at UBC where I worked on
many events, and I was the Events Coordinator
for the ‘First Year Experience’ at UBC when I
was a student. When I moved into recruitment
after graduating event planning was about
50% of what I did on a day to day basis.
So when I went back to school I already knew
it was something I loved, and now I know that
event planning and Interior Design are very,
very similar jobs, just on different scales. I love
that both are the combination of being really
analytical and organized as well as super
creative and that both force you to constantly
think outside of the box to find something
unique.
iF: Who are you currently working for and
tell us a little about the company and what
you do for them?
TB: At Begrand-Fast I have been working on
the Stober Development on Lakeshore, a Golf
Course Clubhouse in Vernon as well as multiple
residential projects. Begrand-Fast is a boutique
firm that works on high-end residential and
commercial projects.
With regards to Wedding Planning, the
company I work for is Smitten Events. I find
that about 6 events are doable in a year as
long as they’re not all back to back. I like to
schedule 1 a month at most. I love doing events
and I love the team I work with and am quite
picky with clients so it rarely feels like work.

For CAT AIDT instructor Tori Brownrigg,
Interior Design plus Wedding Event Planning
equals a successful and fulfilling career.
This Page: Photograph by Christie Graham. Opposite Page: Photographs by Jon Adrian.
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 Network administration | network security
iF: Tell us about one of your career highlights?
TB: I find that the excitement you get from walking into a
space once its completed after you’ve been working on it
for months/years is a highlight every time it happens.

Networ k Master y
of skills with various industry bootcamps in
downtown Vancouver.

I designed my parents house in Kelowna and it was
nominated for an OHAE award (it placed gold) and was
published in a magazine a few times which was very
exciting.

if: What companies/roles have you worked in?
CL: I used to work as R&D engineer for
Progressive Automations Inc in Richmond BC.
Since then I have gone freelance, working with
different clients on both network security and
electrical engineering based projects.

iF: What is the most challenging thing about interior
design?
TB: There are many challenges in design - each project
has so many different components and you need to use
both your creative and analytical/technical skills.

if: What was it about the area of computers
and Network Admin/Security that originally
most interested you?

Every project is totally different so every project is a new
learning experience. The more detailed the design is, the
more details you need to figure out how to build/draw;
this is usually the most challenging and very rewarding.

CL: The structure of internet itself is very
interesting. AND to figure out what is really
going on is also exciting.

iF: What is the most fun/rewarding?

if: Is that interest still the same, or do other
elements interest you more now?

TB: I find that there is something rewarding in every
phase of a design. From coming up to an initial concept,
to completing a drawing set, to seeing the project come
to completion.
iF: What qualities make a really good interior
designer?
TB: I find that someone that can balance being extremely
creative and extremely technical is necessary to succeed
in design. You have to be willing to spend as much time
and energy on each side.
You also need to be a great listener and problem solver
- you have to be able to extrapolate what a client wants
out of a space when they don’t necessarily have the
language to describe it to you.
iF: What do you like best about being a CAT instructor?
TB: It’s been fun watching my classes discover different
aspects of design; it’s very inspiring to watch them get
excited about design.
iF: What are your top tips for students, both for their
time at CAT and also for going into industry?
TB: I think the biggest advice as a designer is to stay
humble, never assume you’re an expert because the
industry is constantly evolving and every project is
different.
Top to Bottom: Cutler Design projects for Victoria Distillers,
Adrenaline Tattoo and Body Piercing, Medical Aesthetic Clinic, and
Rumble Boxing, photographs by Luke Potter; Smitten Events wedding.
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Meet Che Lui, a Vancouver-based
instructor on the Network Security
program, who is starting his
second semester with CAT.
Che Lui joined the CAT Network Security
instructional staff in 2021 and has since kept
busy teaching a number of courses, including:
‘Computing Security Architecture’, ‘Intro to
Networking’, and ‘Enterprise Messaging and
Collaboration Services’.
if: Tell us a bit about your background. How
did you get into Network Admin/Security?
CL: There were many courses that were
relevant to Network Technology when I studied
Electrical Engineering. (Che has a Bachelor’s of
Applied Science (Electrical Engineering) from
the University of British Columbia.)
In the last two years you need to study both
coding and network structure, so I really
started to understand the industry there. After
I graduated, I continued to develop this area

CL: The technology is always changing, faster
than I can learn! The new stuff is always
interesting.
if: Your least favorite thing?
CL: Too much knowledge! There are so many
new things constantly developing you need to
learn how to manage, often from the ground
up, and that is kind of stressful.
if: What is the funniest/scariest/weirdest
thing you have ever had happen to you at
work?
CL: When I design a testing lab to test one
unfunctional device, one capacitor exploded
right in the front of me, and the explanation
almost destroyed my protect goggles.
if: What do you or the companies you work
for look for in a new hire/employees
CL: They generally look for the person who has
some experience. So, if it is possible, try and
get some ‘hands on’ with some projects.
if: Do you have a ‘top tip’ for students
getting ready to enter the industry?
CL: Top tip: Study hard and know your stuff.
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 photography

TRIP(TYCH)’ING
With this classic
photography
approach, three
is NOT a crowd;
it’s the perfect
number!
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According to Wikipedia, the
word triptych (pronounced
TRIP-tik) comes from the
Greek adjective ‘triptukhon’
means ‘three-fold’ (from ‘tri’
meaning ‘three’ and either
‘ptysso’ meaning ‘to fold’ or
‘ptyx’ meaning ‘fold’).
Historically, the term refers
to a work of art (usually a
panel painting) that is divided

into three sections, often
three carved panels that
are hinged together and can
be folded shut or displayed
open.
Beyond its association with
fine art, the term is sometimes
used more generally to
connote anything with
three parts, particularly if
integrated into a single unit.

Opposite Page: Top: Azriel.Starcic; Bottom: Isabella Contreras. This Page: Joann Bergeron

A photographic triptych is
a common style which may
consist of separate images
that are variants on a theme,
or may be one larger image
split into three.
This term, as part of
their ‘Contemporary
Photo Awareness’ (COPA
1110) course, Professional
Photography students turned

their lenses to exploring the
art form.

the concept they are trying to
photograph.

“Triptycs offer students the
ability to work in a narrative
form,” explains Victor Poirier,
Professional Photography
Department Head.

When you are photographing
one-off images, it’s important
that the image itself will stand
on its own. In triptych form
you can play the images off
one another.

“They are able to take
advantage of multiple images
to more effectively illustrate

The challenge is getting three
images that work cohesively
together.”
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VHA has a new leader
- and she’s awesome!

 Veterinary hospital Assistants

CAT WORKING FOR CATS

Kate the Great!!

The VHA Q3 students took to
the streets (well, outside of
the Landmark 6 building!!)
to raise money for a local
animal charity, AlleyCats
Alliance.

We are excited to announce that lead instructor
Kate Robertson has taken over as VHA
Department Head. Kate has a relationship with
CAT that goes back 10+ years.

The students sold coffee, hot
chocolate and homemade

“What I am looking forward to most in my
new position is ensuring that we are continuing
to deliver the best program that we can to
all students whether they are on campus or
attending classes remotely,” says Kate.

animal treats, while auctioning
off three wonderful gift
baskets generously provided
by Lake Country Pet/The
Bug Guy and West Kelowna
Bosley’s, under the watchful
eye of mascot-for-the-day
Murph the pug.

Students raised $334.55. for
this worthy organisation.
“I am so proud of our students
for coordinating and executing
such a successful fundraiser,”
says Kate Robertson, VHA
Department Head.

“I take pride in VHA continuing to evolve as a
program and delivering relevant and valuable
curriculum that will make the students highly
employable and sought-after candidates in
Veterinary industry, and maintaining the Centre
for Arts and Technology’s positive reputation. I
enjoy working with the students and seeing the
determination and passion they bring throughout
the nine months of the course.”
“The students love Kate!” says Deborah
Lampitt-McConnachie, previous VHA Program
Manager. “She is an excellent instructor and I
can’t think of a better person to take over the
department. She is going to be fantastic.”
Debs is cutting back on her Educational
portfolio to free up more time to work for
CAT’s marketing department.

Group Photo (L-R): Alex Kelly, Katherine
Coupe, Zoe Keim, Kate Robertson, Carmen
Marcil, Marilee Mason, Tayven Skerratt,
Madeline Reisdorf, Zoe Wallner.
Photos by Ivan Castro.
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we've

been
busy
Super SONIC: We want to give a big CONGRATS to all our CAT Animation grads at
Yeti Farm Creative who contributed to the excellent Sonic adaptation ‘Sonic Colors
- Rise of the Wisps’. This is a two-episode 2D cartoon animated series that serves
to promote ‘Sonic Colors: Ultimate’, as well as celebrating the 30th anniversary for
the ‘Sonic the Hedgehog’ series. To watch the animation on youtube, this is the link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wM-IJ9xV8Y&t=31s .
Coffee for a Cause: VHA students gathered outside Landmark 6 on October 27 with
coffee, hot chocolate, home-made pet treats and some awesome raffle prizes to
raise money for local pet charity AlleyCats Alliance. Students ended up raising over
$300 for this great cause. A big thank you to Lake Country Pet and to West Kelowna
Bosley’s for the prize baskets, which were won by Michael Thorpe, Skye Garnier and
@mizthiccums.
Halloween Hi-jinx: no one loves Halloween more than CAT students and staff.
This year costumes in our annual costume competition ranged from forest sprites
to werewolves. The winners were: 1st, Tatiana Moolyk as Guilia for Disney Pixar
movie ‘Luca’ , 2nd, Sydni Wiley as a well-dressed witch; and 3rd, Jesse Saip as a
harlequin. All three students were from the 2DADA program.
YETI in the House: Todd Ramsay was on campus in November to speak with CAT’s
newest intake of animation students. As always, his humorous anecdotes about
getting his first job and the trials and tribulations of working in the animation industry
were a real hit with students.
Dress Up December: Everyone at CAT started getting in the holiday spirit early
with a series of holiday themed dress up days throughout the month of December culminating with an ‘Ugly Holiday Sweater’ competition at the end of term.
The Competition Gets Ugly: Students and staff got into the holiday spirit by dusting
off their ‘ugliest’ festive sweaters and posing in front of the CAT Christmas tree, then
posting the results on our social media. The runaway winner (with over 134 combined
likes on Facebook and Instagram) was Carmen Marcel from the Veterinary Hospital
Assistant program with her Bob Ross-inspired beauty. “The ugly sweater contest made
the last week before Christmas break fun,” says Donique Dwyer-Nembhard, CAT’s
Paid Social Media & Content Specialist. “It was a delight to see the students and staff
bringing out their creativity in this competition.”
Opposite Page | Top Row: Sonic Colors - ‘Rise of the Wisps; Tatiana Moolyk as ‘Guilia’;
‘Murph’ the pug at the VHA Alleycats Alliance fundraiser. 2nd Row: Sydni Wiley; Jesse Saip.
3rd Row: ‘Dress Up December’ graphic by Hannah Eyford (GWD); ‘Ugly Sweater Contest’
graphic by Danica Dreyer (GWD); ‘Ugly Holiday Sweater’ competition winner Carmen Marcil
from the Veterinary Hospital Assistant program. Bottom Row: Todd Ramsay from Yeti Farm talks
to animation students.
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